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`p-Norm Multiple Kernel One-Class Fisher
Null-Space
Shervin Rahimzadeh Arashloo
Abstract—The paper addresses the multiple kernel learning
(MKL) problem for one-class classification (OCC). For this
purpose, based on the Fisher null-space one-class classification
method, we present a multiple kernel learning algorithm where
a general `p-norm constraint (p ≥ 1) on kernel weights is
considered. The proposed approach is then extended to learn
several related one-class MKL problems jointly by constraining
them to share common kernel weights. We pose the one-class
MKL task as a min-max saddle point Lagrangian optimisation
problem and propose an efficient alternating optimisation method
to solve it.
An extensive assessment of the proposed method on ten data
sets from different application domains in one-class classification
confirms its merits against the baseline and several other one-
class multiple kernel learning methods.
Index Terms—Multiple kernel learning, one-class classification,
Fisher null-space, `p-norm regularisation.
I. INTRODUCTION
ONE-class classification (OCC) refers to the task of recog-nising patterns that meet a particular condition identified
as normal and discern them from any irregular observation
diverging from normality, known as novelties, anomalies,
etc. [1], [2]. OCC contrasts with the common multi-class
classification paradigm in mainly resting on samples from a
single (typically normal/target) class for model construction.
A one-class design scheme may be favoured in practice due
to different reasons such as imbalanced data [3] or difficulty
in accessing representative training samples. The limitations
in obtaining prototypical training observations may arise, for
instance, because of the high cost associated with collecting
samples from the non-target class, the unpredictable form
of test observations, the openness of a recognition problem,
etc. Despite its challenges, OCC serves as an indispensable
ingredient to a wide variety of real-world systems including
biometric presentation attack detection [4], health care [5],
surveillance [6], intrusion detection [7], safety-critical systems
[8], fraud detection [9], insurance [10], etc.
There exist different studies on OCC, resulting in a plethora
of different methods including the density methods, the
reconstruction-based techniques, and the boundary approaches
[11]. Among others, the work in [12], [13] formulate the
one-class classification problem as one of the kernel Fisher
null-space, an adaptation of the Fisher method to a one-class
setting in the kernel space that solves the Fisher criterion to
optimality. The promising performance of this approach as
compared with some other alternatives in different applications
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[14], [13], [12], [15] has led to further developments and
improvements of this methodology. In particular, in [16], the
kernel Fisher null-space approach has been reformulated as a
regression problem, opening the possibility to impose different
regularisations on the discriminant in the Hilbert space to cope
with contamination in the training set as well as enabling
the method to operate in an unsupervised setting or to rank
observations in relation to their conformity with the underlying
model of the data. The regularised regression formulation of
the one-class kernel Fisher null-space method is shown to
outperform several other OCC methods in different scenarios
[16].
Formulation of the one-class Fisher null-space approach in
the kernel space enables a decoupling of learning the classifier
from data representations while opening the possibility to ben-
efit from powerful machine learning techniques. Nevertheless,
similar to any other kernel-based method, selecting an appro-
priate kernel function is an important design consideration in
the Fisher null-space OCC method as the kernel characterises
the embedding of the observations in the feature space which
directly impacts on the performance. While, preferably, the
embedding should be learnt directly from the data, in kernel-
based methods, this challenging problem is very often relaxed
as searching for an optimal combination of multiple kernels
each capturing a distinct view of the problem. Availability of
multiple kernel candidates for a specific problem may arise, for
example, due to multiple data representations, heterogeneous
data sources or as a result of using different kernel functions.
The accessibility of multiple kernels and the desire to benefit
from multiple information sources for improved performance
motivates the studies concerning automatic combination of
several kernels, referred to as multiple kernel learning (MKL)
[17]. Very often, the composite kernel is expressed in terms of
a linear combination of multiple base kernels, rendering the
MKL problem as one of searching for the optimal combination
weights under the constraint that a valid combined kernel is
derived.
For multi-class problems, different MKL formulations based
on the SVM or the Fisher discriminant analysis exist [17],
[18], [19], [20]. Among others, the choice of a particular
regularisation constraint on kernel weights is an important
design issue that directly affects the performance of an MKL
algorithm. Historically, an `1-norm regularisation which leads
to sparse coefficients has been one of the popular choices.
The desire for sparse combinations is driven by different
practical as well as theoretical motivations. First, sparse com-
binations are easier to interpret. Moreover, they can potentially
eliminate irrelevant, noisy, and possibly expensive kernels
and circumvent the requirement to evaluate them at the test
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time. Nevertheless, in practice, sparseness may not always be
the best choice since sparse MKL methods tend to discard
some useful representations from the model. In this context,
sparse MKL models have been frequently observed to be
outperformed by their non-sparse counterparts [18], [19], [21].
In multi-class scenarios, and in response to the quest for a
model with the potential of improving the accuracy over a
uniform-weight combination rule, an `p- or a mixed-norm
regularisation have been considered [18], [19], [22].
While in the multi-class case alternative MKL formulations
exist, for OCC, the MKL methods appear to be relatively
scarce and formulated in terms of one-class SVM’s with no
earlier study addressing the one-class MKL problem within the
Fisher framework. Moreover, while in the multi-class classifi-
cation scenario different regularisation constraints including
the `p or mixed-norms have been considered for multiple
kernel learning, in the one-class setting, the focus is primarily
on the `1-norm regularisation.
In this study, we consider the one-class MKL problem
and address it in the context of the kernel Fisher null-space
method, and in particular, in terms of its regularised regression
exposition [16]. We formulate the one-class MKL problem
by considering a general `p-norm constraint (p ≥ 1) on
kernel weights, providing the model the flexibility to cope with
problems with different characteristics. Notably, the inclusion
of a free regularisation parameter in the proposed approach
allows the method to tune into the intrinsic sparsity of a spe-
cific one-class task to improve the performance. Additionally,
we illustrate that when there are several one-class problems
that are related in terms of kernel space representations, the
proposed `p-norm MKL Fisher null-space approach may be
naturally extended to jointly learn the OCC MKL problems
by constraining them to share common kernel weights. A joint
learning of several related OCC problems may be beneficial
when the training data associated with each single OCC task
is severely limited and unrepresentative but collectively with
other OCC problems, the training observations may better
represent the feature space, and consequently, provide better
generalisation capability.
A. Contributions
The major contributions of the present work are as follows:
• Based on the Fisher null-space methodology, we propose
an `p-norm one-class multiple kernel learning approach
(”`p MK-FN”) and formulate it as a saddle point La-
grangian optimisation problem.
• We introduce an efficient alternating optimisation method
to solve the min-max optimisation problem associated
with the `p MK-FN method.
• We extend the `p MK-FN method to learn several related
one-class problems jointly (”Joint `p MK-FN”) by cou-
pling different OCC problems in terms of kernel weights.
• We present a thorough evaluation of the proposed ap-
proach on ten different databases from a range of different
application domains and provide a comparison to the
baseline in addition to several other one-class multiple
kernel learning methods, including the SVM-based ap-
proaches to illustrate the merits of the proposed method.
B. Organisation
The remainder of this article is structured as detailed next. In
§II, a review of the relevant work on one-class multiple kernel
learning is provided. §III provides a brief background on the
regression-based kernel Fisher null-space approach for OCC.
In §IV, we present our `p-norm multiple kernel Fisher null-
space (`p MK-FN) approach for one-class classification. In §V,
an extension of the `p MK-FN method to joint multiple kernel
learning for several related one-class problems is introduced.
The results of an extensive evaluation of the proposed method
and a comparison to other techniques on different datasets is
provided in §VI. Finally, in §VII conclusions are drawn.
II. RELATED WORK
As the focus of the current study is on one-class classifi-
cation, we skip a review of multi-class MKL. The interested
reader may consult [17], [18] for a taxonomy and comparison
of multi-class multiple kernel learning algorithms.
In one-class classification, there exists different MKL meth-
ods. As an instance, in [23], the MKL problem is addressed
through a regularisation on kernel weights that promotes sparse
kernel combinations. Although the method is mainly devel-
oped for binary classification based on an SVM formulation,
yet, the extension to the one-class scenario for an `1-norm
One-Class SVM (OCSVM) [24] is also discussed. Other work
[25] proposes an `1-norm MKL algorithm for the SVDD [26]
approach. By observing that in an SVM formulation a larger
number of support vectors promote tighter solution boundaries,
the study also considers the so-called slim variants of the
multiple kernel SVDD and OCSVM methods by modifying
the objective function in a way that tighter solutions are
favoured over loose ones. The work in [27] focuses on semi-
infinite linear programming formulations of the `1-norm SVM-
based multi-class MKL problem. Possible generalisations of
this approach to handle one-class classification are discussed
without any experimental analysis for OCC. The authors in
[19], study the MKL problem for multi-class scenarios in
an SVM-based formulation and develop two optimisation
techniques where one-class classification is discussed as a
special case, though no experimental analysis for the one-
class case is carried out. In a different study [28], instead of
assigning a similar weight to a kernel function spanning the
whole observation space, a localized multiple kernel learning
algorithm, comprised of a learning method and a parametrised
function for assigning local weights to the kernels is presented.
An `1-norm regularisation is implicitly assumed by choosing
specific gating functions.
Considering the body of existing work on MKL for OCC,
first, one notices that the existing one-class classification MKL
methods focus on SVM-based formulations. In contrast, in
this study, a Fisher-based classification criterion for OCC
MKL is considered. Moreover, we consider a general `p-
norm constraint on kernel weights in contrast to the majority
of other studies focusing on a fixed-norm (typically an `1-
norm) regularisation in the one-class setting. And the last
but not the least, we show that the proposed method can be
naturally extended to jointly learn several related OCC tasks
and illustrate its advantages.
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III. PRELIMINARIES
The kernel Fisher null-space approach for one-class classifi-
cation [16], [13], [12], [14] is based on the Fisher classification
principle, where one seeks the maximiser of the objective
function G(υ):
arg max
υ
G(υ) = arg max
υ
υ>Sbυ
υ>Swυ
(1)
Sb and Sw denote the between-class and within-class scatter
matrices, respectively, while υ represents one axis of the
subspace. The sole maximiser of the problem above is given as
the leading eigenvector of the generalised eigenvalue problem
Sbυ = λSwυ (2)
The optimal Fisher discriminant that attains the optimum of the
criterion function is the one that provides a positive between-
class scatter while yielding a zero within-class scatter, known
as the Fisher null projection [16], [13], [12], [14]. That is, for
the Fisher null-space one has
υ>Sbυ > 0 (3)
υ>Swυ = 0
After deriving υ, the projection of a sample x to the Fisher
null-space may be obtained as
y = υ>x (4)
In the one-class setting where no non-target (negative) training
data are available, the origin serves as an artificial negative
sample in the Fisher null-space method. For handling data
with inherently non-linear nature, a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space (RKHS) formulation of the Fisher null-space methodol-
ogy is considered. The remarkable performance of this method
compared to several other alternatives is verified in different
studies [16], [13], [12], [15], [14].
Since the eigen-decompositions corresponding to the kernel
null-space method are computationally demanding, a reformu-
lation of this method in terms of a regression in the RKHS
is considered in [16]. A formulation in terms of regression
also opens the door to impose different regularisations on the
solution to improve the robustness of the algorithm against
contamination in the training samples while enabling the
method to be operable in an unsupervised mode, or to rank
observations based on their conformity with the majority of
samples. Assuming n target training observations xi’s, in the
Tikhonov regularised regression-based one-class kernel Fisher
null-space approach one solves
min
w
‖w‖22 +
θ
n
n∑
i=1
(1− φ(xi)>w)2 (5)
where φ(xi) denotes the feature vector associated with xi in
the RKHS and θ is a regularisation parameter while w denotes
the parameters of the model to be determined. The solution to
the problem above corresponds to the regularised kernel Fisher
null-space approach for OCC [16], [14].
IV. `p-NORM MULTIPLE KERNEL ONE-CLASS FISHER
NULL-SPACE
The one-class multiple kernel learning algorithm proposed
in this work is based on the dual form of the kernel Fisher
null-space method. The dual of the problem in Eq. 5 (see the
appendix for a derivation) is
max
α
−α>Kα− δα>α + 2α>1 (6)
where δ = n/θ, K denotes the kernel matrix and 1 stands
for an n-dimensional vector of ones. In this work, the com-
posite kernel is presumed to be a linear combination of non-
negatively weighted kernels subject to an `p-norm constraint
on kernel weights. Assuming J base kernels to be combined,
the kernel matrix K in Eq. 6 will be replaced by
∑J
j=1 βjKj
where βj’s denote the non-negative kernel weights. Replacing
K by
∑J
j=1 βjKj and optimising over β subject to the non-
negativity and p-norm constraints, the optimisation problem
for the `p-norm multiple kernel one-class Fisher null-space
method shall be derived as
min
β
max
α
−α>(∑Jj=1 βjKj)α− δα>α + 2α>1
s.t. β ≥ 0, ‖β‖pp ≤ 1
(7)
where β ≥ 0 is meant element-wise. Under the condition
that each individual kernel matrix Kj is positive semidefinite,
the positivity constraint β ≥ 0 guarantees that the combined
kernel matrix is also positive semidefinite and is thus a
valid kernel matrix while ‖β‖pp ≤ 1 imposes a general `p-
norm constraint on the kernel weight vector β. As discussed
previously, the introduction of a p-norm regularisation is
beneficial as it allows the model to adjust to the underlying
sparsity structure of the problem under consideration. This is
in contrast to a fixed-norm regularisation which may not be
able to effectively represent the intrinsic sparsity of the prob-
lem. Similar observations have been made in the multi-class
scenario where a variable-norm regularisation has been found
to be advantageous compared to fixed-norm formulations [18].
A. Optimisation
In this study, we propose to solve the saddle point optimisa-
tion problem in Eq. 7 via an alternating optimisation approach,
alternating between optimisation w.r.t. α and β, discussed
next.
1) α-step: During the optimisation step with respect to
α, β is assumed to be fixed. In this case, the solution to
the problem in Eq. 7 can be obtained by taking the partial
derivative of the objective function with respect to α and
setting it to zero, yielding
α =
(
δI+
J∑
j=1
βjKj
)−1
1 (8)
where I denotes the identity matrix.
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Fig. 1. The unit `p-norm balls (in 2D) for p ≥ 1 in the first quadrant (i.e.
β ≥ 0).
2) β-step: Let the jth element of vector u be defined as
uj = α
>Kjα. By fixing α, optimising the saddle point
problem in Eq. 7 w.r.t. β may be written as
min
β
−β>u
s.t. β ≥ 0, ‖β‖pp ≤ 1
(9)
As the objective function is linear in β and the constraint set
for p ≥ 1 (the focus of this study) forms a closed convex
set, Fig. 1, the optimisation problem above is convex. The
Lagrangian of the optimisation problem in Eq. 9 is
L = −β>(u+ µ) + γ(‖β‖pp − 1) (10)
where γ ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers. It can be
easily verified that the Slater’s condition holds and the KKT
conditions are
∇βL = −(u+ µ) + γp|β|p−1  sign(β) = 0
µ>β = 0
β ≥ 0
γ(‖β‖pp − 1) = 0
where  denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication.
From the first KKT condition one obtains
|β|p−1  sign(β) = u+ µ
γp
(11)
As the optimum solution should satisfy β ≥ 0, we would have
β =
(u+ µ
γp
)1/(p−1)
(12)
Plugging this into the second KTT condition one obtains
µ>
[u+ µ
γp
]1/(p−1)
=
1
(γp)1/(p−1)
µ>µ1/(p−1)
+
1
(γp)1/(p−1)
µ>u1/(p−1) = 0 (13)
and hence
−1
(γp)1/(p−1)
‖µ‖p/(p−1)p/(p−1) =
1
(γp)1/(p−1)
µ>u1/(p−1) (14)
Since γ, p, µ, and u are non-negative, the RHS of the equation
above is non-negative, and hence −‖µ‖p/(p−1) ≥ 0 and as a
result µ = 0. Moreover, note that due to the form of Eq. 9,
the elements of β must be as large as possible at the optimum,
Algorithm 1 `p-Norm Multiple Kernel One-Class Fisher Null-
Space
1: Input: kernel matrices Kj , j = 1, . . . , J
2: Initialisation: β = J−1/p1
3: repeat
4: α =
(
δI+
∑J
j=1 βjKj
)−1
1
5: u =
[
α>K1α, . . . ,α>KJα
]
6: β = u
1/(p−1)
‖u1/(p−1)‖
p
7: until convergence
8: Output: α and β
requiring the p-norm to be maximised. The maximum of the p-
norm happens when γ > 0 and using the last KKT condition,
β is derived as
β =
u1/(p−1)∥∥u1/(p−1)∥∥
p
(15)
The relation above is well defined for 1 < p < ∞. The
degenerate case of p = 1, and also the case of p → +∞ are
discussed next.
a) p = 1: Let us consider the numerator of the quotient
in Eq. 15 in the limit when p→ 1+. Denoting the maximum
element of u as umax we have
lim
p→1+
u1/(p−1)
= lim
p→1+
[
u1, . . . , umax, . . . , uJ
]1/(p−1)
= lim
p→1+
u1/(p−1)max
[
(
u1
umax
)1/(p−1), . . . , 1, . . . , (
uJ
umax
)1/(p−1)
]
(16)
Note that all elements of the vector above are smaller than
one except for the element at the position of the maximum
element which is 1. Moreover, limp→1+ 1/(p − 1) → +∞
and consequently, in the limit when p→ 1+, all the elements
of the vector shrink to zero except for the maximum element
that survives. As a result, when p→ 1+, β shall only have a
single non-zero element of 1 at the position of the maximum
element of u.
b) p→ +∞: In this case, we have limp→+∞ 1/(p−1) =
0. As a result, all the elements of u in Eq. 15 are raised to
zero. Assuming that the elements of u are non-zero, β may
then be be derived as a uniform vector with a unit p-norm.
The novelties of proposed approach described above are
significant from different aspects. As noted earlier, in the
one-class setting, there exists to earlier study considering a
Fisher-based OCC multiple kernel learning approach subject
to a p-norm regularisation. Moreover, even in the multi-class
scenario, the commonly followed approach to impose a p-
norm constraint on kernel weights is that of approximating the
norm constraint using an approximate Taylor expansion [19],
[29], [30] whereas in this study an exact solution is sought.
The proposed approach for `p-norm multiple kernel one-class
Fisher null-space is summarised as Algorithm 1 where β is
initialised to a uniform vector with a unit p-norm.
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V. EXTENSION TO JOINT ONE-CLASS MULTIPLE KERNEL
LEARNING
In the discussions up to this point, it was assumed that
only a single one-class problem exists. In some applications,
however, there might be several related one-class problems
to be learned. In such situations, different one-class tasks
may share similarities that may be deployed to infer common
kernel weights shared across all the OCC problems. This may
be useful when the training observations for some one-class
problems are not representative of the entire observation space.
In this case, an MKL approach when applied to each individual
one-class task separately may suffer from poor generalisation
on unseen test data but taking all training observations from
all one-class tasks may better represent the feature space.
In this section, Algorithm 1 will be extended to handle the
case of joint multiple kernel learning for several related OCC
problems.
Let us assume there exist C related one-class problems
which are assumed to benefit from common kernel weights.
We suppose that each individual one-class problem (indexed
by c) is specified by a distinct set of kernel matrices (i.e.
Kcj , for j = 1, . . . , J) and a separate discriminant in the
Hilbert space (i.e. αc) but coupled to other OCC problems
through a common kernel weight vector, i.e. β. With these
assumptions, the optimisation problem for the joint `p-norm
multiple kernel Fisher null-space may then be written as
min
β
max
αc
∑C
c=1−α>c (
∑J
j=1 βjK
c
j)αc − δα>c αc + 2α>c 1c
s.t. β ≥ 0, ‖β‖pp ≤ 1 (17)
where 1c is a vector of ones of a dimensionality suitable for the
cth one-class problem. If the kernel weights were learned inde-
pendently for each individual OCC problem, the optimisation
problem above would have been decoupled into C independent
OCC MKL problems to each of which Algorithm 1 could
be directly applied. However, the introduction of a common
kernel weight vector β which is shared across several OCC
tasks necessitates a modified optimisation procedure, discussed
next.
A. Optimisation
In order to optimise the objective function in Eq. 17, an
alternating optimisation scheme, alternating between optimi-
sation w.r.t. αc’s and β, may be applied.
1) α-step: For optimising the objective function in Eq. 17
w.r.t. αc’s, the shared kernel weight vector β is fixed. In this
case, αc’s may be readily found as the cost function decouples
into C disjoint OCC problems each of which may be solved
by taking the partial derivatives with respect to αc and setting
them to zero to obtain
αc =
(
δI+
J∑
j=1
βjK
c
j
)−1
1c, for c = 1, . . . , C (18)
2) β-step: For optimisation w.r.t. β, in the joint multiple
kernel learning scenario, let’s define vj to be the jth element
Algorithm 2 `p-Norm Joint Multiple Kernel One-Class Fisher
Null-Space for C One-Class Problems
1: Input: kernel matrices Kcj , j = 1, . . . , J , c = 1, . . . , C
2: Initialisation: β = J−1/p1
3: repeat
4: for c = 1, . . . , C do
5: αc =
(
δI+
∑J
j=1 βjK
c
j
)−1
1c
6: end for
7: v =
[∑C
c=1α
>
c K
c
1αc, . . . ,
∑C
c=1α
>
c K
c
Jαc
]
8: β = v
1/(p−1)
‖v1/(p−1)‖
p
9: until convergence
10: Output: αc’s and β
of the vector v given as vj =
∑C
c=1α
>
c K
c
jαc. Fixing αc’s,
the saddle point problem in Eq. 17 may now be rewritten as
min
β
−β>v
s.t. β ≥ 0, ‖β‖pp ≤ 1
(19)
One notices the similarity of the equation above to Eq. 9.
Hence, a similar procedure may be followed to solve for β
with the difference that u is now replaced by v. The proposed
joint multiple kernel one-class Fisher null-space approach is
summarised as Algorithm 2.
B. Theoretical Analysis
The optimisation problems for the `p MK-FN (Eq. 7) and
the Joint `p MK-FN (Eq. 17) are convex. This may be readily
observed by plugging the β’s into the corresponding equations
to obtain maxα−δα>α + 2α>1 − ‖u‖p/p−1 for the single
OCC case and maxαc
∑C
c=1−δα>c αc + 2α>c 1 − ‖v‖p/p−1
for the joint case. As u and v are convex functions of α’s,
and since any norm is a convex function, the corresponding
problems are convex. The alternating optimisation algorithm
when applied to a convex problem, converges to an -vicinity
of the optimal value of the objective function within at most
O( 1 ) iterations [31].
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Implementation details
Following [16], [32], δ in Eqs. 8 and 18 is set so as to
minimise the sensitivity of the discriminant in the Hilbert
space:
δ =
λmin(κ(K)− κ(K)+1
2
√
κ(K)
)
κ(K)+1
2
√
κ(K)
− 1
(20)
where K denotes the composite kernel matrix, κ(.) denotes
the condition number of a matrix (i.e. the ratio between the
largest and the smallest eigenvalues) and λmin is the smallest
eigenvalue of the combined kernel matrix.
Motivated by earlier studies in the multi-class setting,
parameter p in the proposed approach is chosen from
{1, 32/31, 16/15, 8/7, 4/3, 2, 4, 8, 106}. The parameters of the
multiple kernel learning methods based on SVM are selected
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as suggested in [25]. Unless otherwise stated, parameter p in
the proposed approach and the parameters of the SVM-based
MKL methods are set on the validation set.
B. Methods compared
Several different OCC multiple kernel learning methods are
included for comparison in this study, namely:
• Average: As a first baseline method, this method corre-
sponds to the element-wise arithmetic mean of the kernels
followed by the kernel Fisher null-space approach;
• Product: As a second baseline method, this method corre-
sponds to the element-wise geometric mean of the kernels
followed by the kernel Fisher null-space approach;
• MK-SVDD: is the multiple kernel learning method based
on the SVDD approach for OCC [25];
• Slim-MK-SVDD: is the multiple kernel learning method
based on the SVDD approach for OCC where the ob-
jective function is modified so that tight solutions are
favoured over loose ones [25];
• MK-OCSVM: is the multiple kernel learning method
based on the One-Class SVM algorithm for OCC [23];
• Slim-MK-OCSVM: is the multiple kernel learning method
based on the One-Class SVM algorithm for OCC where
the objective function is modified so that tight solutions
are favoured over loose ones [25].
• `p MK-FN: is the proposed `p-norm multiple kernel
Fisher null-space approach.
• Joint `p MK-FN: is the proposed `p-norm multiple kernel
Fisher null-space approach where a shared kernel weight
is inferred for several related one-class problems.
• `1 MK-FN: is the proposed multiple kernel Fisher null-
space approach where p is set to 1.
The remainder of this section is organised as detailed next.
• In §VI-C, we verify that unique choices of p in the pro-
posed `p MK-FN approach lead to different behaviours
in terms of benefiting from multiple informative kernels,
or being robust against noisy kernels.
• In §VI-D, we evaluate the proposed `p-norm MK-FN ap-
proach on five benchmark one-class datasets and compare
it to the baseline as well as other one-class multiple kernel
learning methods.
• In §VI-E, the proposed approach is evaluated on two
image datasets in an OCC setting for image novelty
detection and is compared to the baseline as well as other
one-class multiple kernel learning methods.
• In §VI-F, we conduct experiments on biometric anti-
spoofing (presentation attack detection) on two widely
used datasets and compare the performance of the pro-
posed approach to the baseline as well as other one-class
multiple kernel learning methods.
• Finally, in §VI-G, we compare the running times of
different one-class MKL methods.
C. Effect of p in the `p MK-FN Approach
The purpose of this experiment is to illustrate different
behaviour of the proposed `p MK-FN approach with regards to
Fig. 2. Sample Gaussian data used in the experiment in §VI-C.
Fig. 3. Different characteristics of the `1- and `2-norm regularisation in
the proposed method. Top: mean and standard deviation of the error as a
function of number kernels; Middle: kernel weights for 5 kernels; Bottom:
kernel weights for 50 kernels.
different choices for p. To this end, two representative values
of p, namely, p = 1 and p = 2 are considered that respectively
lead to sparse and non-sparse kernel weights.
1) Synthetic dataset: In the first part of the experiments
in this section, we use a synthetic dataset. We form the target
class by sampling 1000 points from a 2D Gaussian distribution
where the mean of the distribution in each dimension is ran-
domly selected between 0 and 1 from a uniform distribution.
The covariance of the target distribution is randomly con-
structed. A radial basis kernel function is used to constructed
the kernel matrix associated with the target class. The RBF
kernel width is set to the mean pairwise squared Euclidean
distance between target training observations. The test data
is formed by sampling 1000 test points. 500 samples are
drawn from the same distributions as that of the target class
to form the target test data and 500 samples from a different
distribution whose mean is drawn from a uniform distribution
between 0.5 and 1.5 to form the non-target test observations,
Fig. 2. An RBF kernel function with the same width as that of
training set is employed to construct the kernels for the test set.
We repeat the process above J times, yielding J kernels that
can be assumed as kernels each capturing a distinct ”view”
of the same OCC problem. With this picture in mind, the `1
and `2 MK-FN approach is used to learn kernel weights. J
is varied from 1 to 50 with a step of 5 where at each step
the error rates corresponding to the `1 and `2 MK-FN method
are recorded. The process is above repeated 20 times for each
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choice of J . The mean and standard deviation of the errors
are plotted in Figure 3.
From Fig. 3, it can be observed that while increasing the
number of kernels reduces the error rate for the `2 regularisa-
tion considerably, it dose not have a big impact on the perfor-
mance of the `1 regularisation. This is understandable as using
more kernels is equivalent to bringing in more information
and the `2-norm may benefit from the additional information
by assigning non-sparse weights to different kernels. The `1-
norm, on the other hand, does not benefit as much from
such an increase in the number of kernels due to its over-
selective behaviour. In Fig. 3, we also plot the weights for
different kernels for the `1- and `2-norm regularisations for
two representative number of kernels used, namely, for 5 and
50 kernels. As may be observed from the figure, the `2-norm
regularisation assigns non-zero weights to all kernels in both
cases. In contrast, only a single kernel is selected when an `1-
norm regularisation is imposed on kernel weights. As such,
many of the useful kernels are discarded from the composite
kernel which justifies the relatively inferior performance of
the `1-norm regularisation compared to a non-sparse (i.e. `2
in this case) one-class MKL method.
2) UCI Multiple Features dataset: In this section, we
study the impact of different choices for p, namely, p = 1
and p = 2 on the behaviour of the proposed `p MK-FN
approach in the presence of noisy and uninformative kernels
on the Multiple Features digit recognition dataset 1 from the
UCI machine learning database. The dataset incorporates 6
feature representations for 2000 handwritten digits. As it is a
multi-class dataset, we convert it into a one-class dataset by
considering a single class as the normal/target class and all
the others as outliers with respect to the target class. We then
repeat this procedure for each class in the dataset, resulting in
10 one-class problems.
Using the six representations provided, we build six infor-
mative kernels using an RBF kernel function the width of
which is set to the mean squared Euclidean distance between
all positive training data. Moreover, we build six additional
noisy kernels using randomly generated data samples and mix
them with the informative ones. We build a multiple kernel
fusion system by combining six kernels where the number
of noisy kernels within the composite kernel is gradually
increased from one to six. We record the area under the
ROC curve (AUC) over all one-class problems (all digits)
as a measure of the average performance. The procedure
above is repeated 100 times where in each run we randomly
select 20% of the positive observations as training samples
and the remaining as positive test observations. For each one-
class problem being defined as the recognition of a particular
digit, the negative test samples are selected from all classes
but the class of interest. The results of this experiment is
depicted in Fig. 4. From the figure, one may observe that
the non-sparse approach outperforms the sparse variant for all
different numbers of noisy kernels. In particular, while the `2
regularisation provides almost stable performance over a wider
range of noisy kernels, the `1 regularisation exhibits relatively
1Available at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/support/Multiple+Features
Fig. 4. Comparison of the performance of the `1- and `2-norm regularisation
in the proposed method against different number of noisy kernels on the UCI
Multiple Features dataset.
inferior performance by locking onto a single, and possibly
noisy kernel when the number of uninformative kernels is
increased. In particular, when there are 4 or 5 noisy kernels
out of a total of 6 kernels, the `1 regularisation exhibits poor
performance while the non-sparse `2 counterpart maintains a
reasonable performance. Considering Fig. 4, one may conclude
that different choices of p leads to different behaviours in
the proposed `p. Moreover, even in the presence of noisy
information in the system, an `1 regularisation may not be the
best choice as the chances of locking onto the noisy kernels are
very high when less than half of the kernels are informative.
D. Experiment on Benchmark One-Class Datasets
In this section, we provide the results of the evaluation of the
proposed method on five benchmark one-class datasets from
the repository of the Delft university for one-class classifi-
cation [33]. These are the Spambase, Diabetes, Ecoli,
Wine and Survival. For each dataset, we build multiple
kernels based on five kernel functions: RBF (exp(−‖x −
y‖2/σ2)), Laplacian (exp(−‖x − y‖/σ)), third-degree Poly-
nomial ((b + x>y)3), fifth-degree Polynomial ((b + x>y)5),
inverse squared Euclidean distance (1/(‖x−y‖2/σ2 +1)) and
inverse Euclidean distance (1/(‖x− y‖/σ + 1)). Parameter σ
in these kernel functions is set to the mean pairwise Euclidean
distance between positive training data. On each dataset, 80%
of the data is randomly selected for training and the rest
for testing purposes. Parameter p in the proposed approach
is set using five-fold cross validation on the training set.
Each experiment is repeated 100 times and the mean and the
corresponding standard deviations of AUCs’ (area under the
ROC curves) are reported in Table I.
From table I, one may observe that the proposed `p MK-
FN approach performs better than other multiple kernel fusion
methods. Interestingly, the second best performing method is
not one of the SVM-based MKL learning methods but rather
corresponds to a simple average fusion of kernels in the Fisher
null-space approach which confirms the superiority of the one-
class kernel Fisher null-space methodology compared to the
SVM-based MKL methods. In particular, the MK-OCSVM
approach (and also its slim variant) performs close to random
guess on the Diabetes and Wine datasets.
E. Image Novelty Detection
In this section, we present the results of an evaluation of the
proposed method for image novelty detection on two datasets,
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ONE-CLASS MULTIPLE KERNEL FUSION METHODS ON THE DELFT BENCHMARK ONE-CLASS DATASETS IN TERMS OF AUC
(MEAN±STD %).
Method Spambase Diabetes Ecoli Wine Survival
Average 80.87± 2.05 68.98± 3.91 81.04± 9.21 73.99± 10.94 71.48± 6.11
Product 28.57± 3.47 57.70± 11.96 76.20± 19.61 74.36± 11.27 66.43± 8.01
`1 MK-FN 79.92± 4.69 70.16± 4.94 83.27± 11.67 77.02± 12.61 69.33± 6.26
MK-SVDD 77.61± 0.71 50.95± 4.23 76.94± 9.38 64.23± 9.31 62.03± 7.73
Slim-MK-SVDD 75.86± 0.46 50.99± 4.19 76.83± 9.19 62.28± 9.26 61.79± 7.75
MK-OCSVM 74.11± 0.69 49.01± 4.49 64.50± 11.73 55.86± 12.02 60.45± 8.28
Slim-MK-OCSVM 74.10± 0.68 48.97± 4.49 64.49± 11.73 55.86± 12.55 62.08± 8.46
`p MK-FN 81.23± 2.03 71.29± 4.73 85.53± 11.09 79.77± 11.50 71.90± 6.14
namely, the Oxford Flowers17 dataset [34] and the Caltech101
dataset [35]. Note that these datasets are essentially ”multi-
class” datasets which in this work we convert them into ”one-
class” datasets. To this aim, we assume a single class as the
normal/target class and all the remaining ones as novelties with
respect to the target class. This is in turn repeated for each
class in the datasets and the average performance in terms
of AUC over all one-class novelty detection problems along
with the standard deviation of the AUC’s are recorded. The
two image datasets used in this study are introduced next.
1) The Oxford Flowers17 dataset: The Oxford Flowers17
[34] is a seventeen-category dataset containing 80 images for
each flower category. The images vary widely in terms of
scale, pose and illumination conditions and hence the within-
class variations are sometimes so large that the samples of a
particular class appear very similar to some other classes. The
dataset is accompanied with three splits for training, validation
and test purposes. 7 distance matrices based on diverse features
are precomputed and made available2. We use the provided
distance matrices to construct 7 Gaussian kernels where the
width of the RBF kernel function is set to the average pairwise
squared Euclidean distance between positive training samples
of each category.
2) The Caltech101 dataset: The Caltech101 dataset [35]
is comprised of images of objects corresponding to 101
object categories. Each class approximately includes 40 to
800 images while a majority of classes have about 50 sample
images. In this experiment, the popular approach of employing
15 images per class (randomly selected) for training and up to
50 images per each class (again randomly selected) for testing
is followed. We use the set of pre-computed kernel matrices
provided by [36] which are available online 3.
As in each of these two image novelty detection datasets
multiple related one-class problems exists, we examine the
Joint `p MK-FN approach. Figure 5 depicts the shared kernel
weights for the Oxford Flower17 and Caltech101 datasets for
different regularisations (i.e. different p values). As it may be
observed, different choices of parameter p lead to different
kernel weights. In particular, while kernel weights for the
values of p closer to 1 are rather sparse on both datasets,
by increasing p, different non-sparse weights which tend to
be more uniform for larger p’s, are obtained.
2http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/data/flowers/17/index.html
3https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/software/MKL/ker-details.html
Fig. 5. Sample shared kernel weights inferred for the Caltech101 dataset
(top) and the Oxford Flowers17 dataset (bottom) for different p’s.
The results for image novelty detection on the Oxford
Flowers17 and the Caltech101 datasets are reported in Table
II. On both datasets, we select parameter p to maximise the
performance on the validation set. From the table, it can be
seen that the best performing approach among others is that of
`p MK-FN closely followed by the Joint `p MK-FN method. It
is interesting to note that the simple Average or Product fusion
methods based on the Fisher null-space approach outperform
all the SVM-based MKL methods on the Oxford Flowers17
dataset while not being too far behind on the Caltech101
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ONE-CLASS MULTIPLE KERNEL FUSION
METHODS FOR NOVELTY DETECTION ON TWO DIFFERENT IMAGE
DATASETS IN TERMS OF AUC (MEAN±STD %).
Method Oxford Flower17 Caltech101
Average 89.85± 2.61 76.28± 1.42
Product 89.84± 2.61 76.28± 1.43
MK-SVDD 88.11± 2.65 76.49± 1.17
Slim-MK-SVDD 89.35± 2.23 76.76± 1.89
MK-OCSVM 87.26± 2.79 76.46± 1.60
Slim-MK-OCSVM 88.28± 2.45 77.13± 1.77
`1 MK-FN 80.05± 7.15 70.23± 4.35
`p MK-FN 91.81± 1.57 79.68± 1.33
Joint `p MK-FN 91.78± 4.10 79.26± 2.03
dataset which reaffirms the superior performance of Fisher
null-space for OCC.
F. One-Class Face Presentation Attack Detection
In face biometrics, an important application of one-class
classification is that of presentation attack detection (PAD)
where the goal is to determine whether a presentation made
to the system sensor corresponds to a genuine (bona fide)
biometric trait or is a reproduction of a subject’s biometric
data to gain illegitimate access to the system. Typical examples
of presentation attacks include printed photo attack and video
display attack. As new and previously unseen attacks in the
training set may potentially be developed by attackers, the
problem is quite a challenging one, emphasising the need for
a system with high generalisation capability to detect unseen
attacks. One of the promising techniques to deal with unseen
attacks is known to be that of one-class classification [4]. In
this case, bona fide samples are considered as target objects
and presentation attacks (PA’s) as anomalies. The face pre-
sentation attack detection (PAD) problem may be approached
in a subject-specific fashion by training a distinct one-class
learner for each individual subject enrolled in the dataset
[37]. In this work, for multiple kernel learning, the 12 kernels
developed in [38] are utilised. These correspond to different
deep convolutional neural network representations extracted
from different facial regions. We conduct the experiments
in an unseen scenario meaning that only positive (i.e. bona
fide) samples are utilised for training. The standard metrics
for performance reporting in biometric PAD are ISO metrics
BSISO-IEC30107-3-2017 [39] defined as 1) attack presenta-
tion classification error rate (APCER for short) that represents
the percentage of attack presentation attempts via the same
PA instrument species which are misclassified as bona fide
observations; and 2) bona fide presentation classification error
rate (BPCER for short) that corresponds to the proportion of
bona fide presentation attempts that are misclassified as PA’s.
The performance of a PAD system in detecting PA samples
is reported using the highest APCER among all presentation
attack instrument species (PAIS):
APCER = max
PAIS
APCERPAIS (21)
In other words, the APCER is measured for each presentation
attack instrument (such as print or display) and the final
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ONE-CLASS MULTIPLE KERNEL FUSION
METHODS ON THE REPLAY-MOBILE AND OULU-NPU DATASETS IN TERMS
OF ACER (%).
Method Replay-Mobile Oulu-NPU
Average 8.58 5.41±4.30
Product 8.58 5.41±4.30
MK-SVDD 14.54 7.50±6.32
Slim-MK-SVDD 11.59 5.83± 5.62
MK-OCSVM 15.30 7.91± 6.96
Slim-MK-OCSVM 12.42 6.25± 6.27
`1 MK-FN 20.53 12.5± 17.67
`p MK-FN 6.87 5.41±2.92
`p MK-FN? 3.54 4.16±3.02
Joint `p MK-FN 7.65 5.0±4.74
PAD performance is based on the most successful attack. The
overall performance of the PAD system may be summarised
as the Average Classification Error Rate (ACER):
ACER =
maxPAIS APCERPAIS +BPCER
2
(22)
The face presentation attack datasets used in this study are
overviewed next.
1) The Replay-Mobile dataset [40]: comprises 1190 videos
of both bona fide and attack samples from 40 individuals.
PA samples include high-resolution photos and videos from
each individual. The dataset includes three subsets of non-
overlapping subjects for training (120 bona fide videos and
192 attack items), development (160 real-accesses videos and
256 attack samples) and testing (110 bona fide samples and
192 presentation attack videos) along with an additional set of
enrolment data (160 bona fide samples).
2) The OULU-NPU dataset [41]: is comprised of 4950
bona fide videos and attack samples from 55 subjects. The
samples are partitioned into three subsets of non-overlapping
individuals for training (360 bona fide videos and 1440 PA
items), development (270 bona fide samples and 1080 PA
videos) and testing (360 bona fide samples and 1440 PA
videos). Among the four evaluation protocols of the dataset,
the most challenging one is that of the forth protocol which
we use in this work. The evaluation protocol requires to report
the average and the standard deviation of the performance over
six different mobile devices used to collect the dataset.
The two face PAD datasets described above lack subject-
specific evaluation data. As such, no subject-specific data is
available to tune p. As a result, for the ”Joint `p MK-FN”
approach, we use the data associated with the subjects from
the dataset other than the dataset under consideration to set p.
For the ”`p MK-FN” approach, for each subject in the test set,
we use the data corresponding to all subjects but the subject
of interest to set p. Apparently, this is a sub-optimal choice to
tune p which is forced by the limitations in terms of data that
can potentially lead to a sub-optimal performance. In order to
fully understand the potential of the proposed method, we have
included an additional method in the comparison, denoted as
”`p MK-FN?” where p is set to maximise the performance on
the test set.
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The results obtained from this set of experiments are re-
ported in Table III. From Table III, the following observations
are in order. First, the ”Average” and ”Product” methods
which are based on the Fisher null-space approach perform
better than the SVM-based MKL methods. This is quite
interesting and emphasises the superiority of the Fisher null-
space for OCC. Among the SVM-based MK methods, the
”Slim-MK-SVDD” approach appears to perform better than
others. The proposed ”`p MK-FN” method performs better
than or equal to the SVM-based, ”Average”, ”Product” and
fixed-norm approaches on both datasets despite the fact that
a sub-optimal parameter choice (as discussed previously) is
followed to set p. The ”Joint `p MK-FN” method appears
to perform relatively well. In particular, on the Oulu-NPU
dataset, it outperforms the `p MK-FN method, demonstrating
the merits of the proposed joint one-class MKL approach.
Finally, the ”`p MK-FN?” method illustrates the capacity of
the proposed approach where it achieves the lowest error rates
on all three datasets. It is also worth noting that the results
obtained by either one of the ”`p MK-FN”, ”Joint `p MK-
FN”, and ”`p MK-FN?” methods outperform the existing face
PAD methods in the literature in an unseen PAD scenario.
G. Running Times of Different OCC MKL Methods
In this section, a comparison of different one-class MKL
methods in terms of their running times is provided. Two
sets of experiments are conducted to study the impact of
the number of kernels and the number of training samples
on training times. Note that as discussed previously, the
optimisation problems in Eq. 9 and Eq. 19 are convex and
hence, they may be solved via convex optimisation tools. As
an additional method, we solve the optimisation problems in
Eqs. 9 and 19 using CVX, a package for specifying and solving
convex programs [42] and refer to it as `p MK-FN-CVX in the
comparisons. Note as we set the stopping condition for both
the `p MK-FN and `p MK-FN-CVX similarly, their results
exactly match, and hence their running times are comparable.
We generate the data for this experiment similar to §VI-C
where p is set 2. The proposed method is implemented as
un-optimised Matlab codes. The implementation of the SVM-
based MKL methods are due to [25]. Each experiment is
repeated 10 times on a 64-bit 4.00GHz Intel Core-i7 machine
with 32GB memory and we report the average training times
over 10 trials. The results of this experiment are reported in
Table IV and Table V.
From the tables the following observations are in order.
The proposed `p MK-FN approach when compared to the `p
MK-FN-CVX, which exactly produces similar results, is much
faster by tens of orders of magnitude. When compared to the
SVM-based MKL methods, the proposed `p MK-FN method
also comes out as the most efficient method. In summary, the
proposed `p MK-FN method outperforms other MKL methods
in almost all different scenarios considered in Tables IV, V. In
the closing we note that the running times of the Joint `p MK-
FN is not very different from that of the `p MK-FN. In terms of
recognition accuracy, however, as observed previously, it may
outperform the disjoint version by training on observations
TABLE IV
THE AVERAGE TRAINING TIMES OF DIFFERENT ONE-CLASS MULTIPLE
KERNEL LEARNING METHODS (IN MILLISECONDS) FOR DIFFERENT
NUMBER OF KERNELS. (THE NUMBER OF TRAINING SAMPLES IS 100,
THEIR DIMENSIONALITY IS 10. J DENOTES THE NUMBER OF KERNELS TO
BE COMBINED)
Method J = 5 J = 15 J = 30
`p MK-FN 2.37 3.33 3.56
`p MK-FN-CVX 214.95 212.04 212.83
Slim-MK-SVDD 2.88 73.58 39.49
MK-SVDD 2.86 22.91 51.04
Slim-MK-OCSVM 4.11 16.93 25.34
MK-OCSVM 1.47 9.80 133.48
TABLE V
THE AVERAGE TRAINING TIMES OF DIFFERENT ONE-CLASS MULTIPLE
KERNEL LEARNING METHODS (IN MILLISECONDS) FOR DIFFERENT
NUMBER OF TRAINING SAMPLES. (THE DIMENSIONALITY OF TRAINING
SAMPLES IS 10 AND THE NUMBER OF KERNELS TO BE COMBINED IS SET
TO 10. n DENOTES NUMBER OF TRAINING OBSERVATIONS)
Method n = 50 n = 100 n = 500
`p MK-FN 0.80 2.70 51.90
`p MK-FN-CVX 215.81 205.13 266.11
Slim-MK-SVDD 20.93 34.46 282.51
MK-SVDD 6.19 11.86 61.72
Slim-MK-OCSVM 12.93 19.84 127.64
MK-OCSVM 7.18 11.29 28.21
from all one-class tasks and thus possessing the potential to
achieve a better generalisation performance.
VII. CONCLUSION
We addressed the MKL problem for one-class classification.
For this purpose, based on the Fisher null-space methodology,
an `p-norm one-class MKL approach (`p MK-FN) was pre-
sented. The associated optimisation problem was posed as a
saddle point optimisation problem in the dual space which
was then solved via an alternating optimisation approach.
The proposed approach was then extended to jointly learn
multiple related one-class problems by constraining them to
share common kernel weights. We theoretically studied the
extreme cases of the proposed approach and illustrated that
the `1-norm only selects a single kernel from among a set of
multiple kernels while the `∞ yields uniform kernel weights.
The evaluation of the proposed method on a range of
datasets from different application domains illustrated the
merits of the proposed method. In particular, it was shown
that the fixed-norm solution (e.g. the `1 or the `∞-norm) may
be outperformed by learning the intrinsic sparsity, captured
by the regularisation parameter (p) in the proposed approach.
Moreover, the proposed `p MK-FN approach was illustrated
to perform better than one-class SVM-based MKL methods.
As future directions for investigation one may consider
an (r, p)-norm regularisation constraint on kernel weights to
provide further flexibility to the one-class MKL model.
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF THE DUAL FORM OF EQUATION 5
Let δ = n/θ and Φ(X) be the matrix of training samples
mapped onto the RKHS, the unconstrained optimisation prob-
lem in Eq. 5 may be written as a constrained optimisation
problem as
minww
>w + 1δ ‖ζ‖22
s.t. ζ = 1− Φ(X)>w (23)
where 1 denotes an n-vector of ones. The Lagrangian for the
above constrained optimisation problem may be formed as
L = w>w + 1
δ
‖ζ‖22 + ρ>(1− Φ(X)>w − ζ) (24)
where ρ is the Lagrange multiplier. To find the optimal w and
ζ, one needs to first, minimise Eq. 24 in w and ζ and then
maximize it in ρ. In order to minimise L w.r.t. w and ζ, the
corresponding partial derivatives are set to zero:
∂L
∂w
= 2w − Φ(X)ρ = 0 (25)
and hence
w =
1
2
Φ(X)ρ (26)
Plugging w back into Eq. 24 yields
L = −1
4
ρ>Φ(X)>Φ(X)ρ + 1/δζ>ζ + ρ>1− ρ>ζ (27)
Taking the partial derivative of L w.r.t. ζ and setting it to zero
gives
∂L
∂ζ
=
2
δ
ζ − ρ = 0 (28)
as a result
ζ =
δ
2
ρ (29)
By plugging ζ into Eq. 27 one obtains
L = −1
4
ρ>Φ(X)>Φ(X)ρ− δ
4
ρ>ρ + ρ>1
=
−1
4
ρ>Kρ− δ
4
ρ>ρ + ρ>1 (30)
A change of variables as α = 12ρ and maximising over the
dual variable gives the dual problem:
max
α
−α>Kα− δα>α + 2α>1 (31)
where in the last equation, the definition of a kernel matrix
(K) is used.
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